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Local Heterogeneity Effects on Small-Sample Worths

R. W. Schaefer

One of the parameters usually measured in a fast reactor critical assembly is the reactivity associated with inserting a small sample of a material into the core (sample worth). Local heterogeneities introduced by the worth measurement techniques can have a significant effect on the sample worth. Unfortunately, the capability is lacking to model some of the heterogeneity effects associated with the experimental technique traditionally used at ANL (the radial tube technique). It has been suggested that these effects could account for a large portion of what remains of the longstanding central worth discrepancy. The purpose of this paper is to describe a large body of experimental data—most of which has never been reported—that shows the effect of radial tube-related local heterogeneities.

In the radial tube technique, samples are inserted into the core through a steel tube. The tube and sample capsule constitute steel not in the normal core unit cell (steel hardware effect). Core material must be displaced to make room for the tube. This is done either by using "tunnel" plates or by creating a slot along one matrix row. In either case a cavity and neutron streaming path are created (cavity and streaming effects). The slot is usually created at the matrix interface, where there is extra steel and a ~1 mm-wide planar gap (matrix interface effect). The sample typically is a cylinder or annulus that is inserted perpendicular to the plate unit cell loading and spans the cell (orientation effect). Its size is such that self shielding or self multiplication effects are often several percent
There have been numerous experiments over the past 15 years to quantify these local heterogeneity effects associated with the radial tube technique. The idea behind these experiments is to change or eliminate one or more of the local heterogeneities normally present with the radial tube technique and measure the effect on sample worth.

In many cases it was necessary to apply calculated adjustment factors that put the different measurements of a material's worth on a common basis. There is ample evidence that adjustments are quite accurate for modest differences in position within the core and for differences in position within the unit cell. The available evidence suggests that adjustments for different sample size effects are accurate to about $1\%_1^2$, but the possibility of poorer accuracy exists.

Experimental results from seven critical assemblies are collected here. Each assembly provided a different global environment (core composition and geometry, neutron spectrum, etc.) The particular radial tube-related heterogeneity effects measured and the approach for doing so varied with assembly. The conditions for each assembly (and the date of the experiments) were as follows:

- **ZFPR-2** (1970). This was a mixed Pu-U oxide fuel, homogeneous LMFBR design with two enrichment zones. An indication of the combined effect of cavity, streaming and matrix interface was obtained by comparing the two ways of inserting the radial tube into the core.

- **U/Fe** (ZPR-9/3, 1979). The uranium/iron benchmark core was composed almost entirely of highly enriched uranium fuel and iron moderator. The neutron spectrum was roughly comparable to that of an LMFBR. A radial tube measurement of $^{235}$U worth was compared with a $^{235}$U worth measurement that introduced minimal local heterogeneities.

- **ZPR-9/35** (1980). The experiments took place in a central zone containing a uranium oxide LMFBR composition. Using a drawer oscillator, each of the radial-tube-related local heterogeneities...
was simulated and the effect on sample worth measured. Some representative results are given here.

- **U9** (ZPR-9/36, 1980). The core was nearly all uranium (9% $^{235}$U) and had a hard, narrow neutron spectrum. The effect of neutron streaming along the tube path was determined for this small radius core.

- **ZPR-12** (1982). The small homogeneous core had a high enrichment Pu-U oxide LMFBR composition. The worth of fissile plate samples having sample size, cavity and in-cell orientation comparable to those in radial tube measurements were compared against the average worth from a large set of measurements having either small or accurately calculable local heterogeneities ("clean" measurements). The spread about the average for the set was included as an uncertainty in the comparison.

- **ZPR-13** (1982-1984). This was a large, mixed Pu-U oxide-fueled, radially heterogeneous assembly. The experiments were done in three configurations. In two of these, the region of the fuel ring where the measurements were done, had the same unit cell as in ZPR-12. In the third configuration, this region was a zone with uranium oxide fuel. Most of the kinds of experiments done in ZPR-12 were performed here. In addition radial tube measurements and simulations of tube measurements with the drawer oscillator were done. The average of radial tube and tube-like results was compared against the average from the "clean" measurements.

- **ZPR-15A** (1985). This was a mixed Pu-U metal fuel homogeneous design. Again the average of radial tube and tube-like results was compared with the average of "clean" results.

Table I is a summary of results from the many dozens of measurements. The quantity displayed is the percentage difference in sample worth that is attributable to one or more of the local heterogeneity effects associated with the radial tube technique. In some cases the measured difference is smaller than the uncertainty, meaning there is a 1σ probability that the effects are not larger than the uncertainty. The effects that potentially are responsible for the measured difference are identified by an "X" in the appropriate column.

There appear to be few simple generalizations; the magnitude of the effects varies with assembly, sample type and fuel type. The effects are not always insignificant yet they are not understood sufficiently.
that their magnitude can be anticipated reliably. On the other hand, they are almost never so large that their neglect could be termed intolerable. Some observations that can be made are:

- The combined effect of the neglected heterogeneities on fissile worth ranges from less than 1% up to 6%. (The 11% value from ZPRR-12 is an anomaly; even with the same unit cell, experiments in ZPRR-13 found the effect to be much smaller.)

- The effect on fissile worth depends on the core fuel. (This is not really understood but may be related to differences in adjoint spectrum.)

- With $^{235}\text{U}$ fuel, the effect on fissile and absorber worths is generally small, about 2% or less.

- With $^{239}\text{Pu}$ fuel, the effect on fissile worth ranges from < 2% to 6% (excluding ZPRR-12).

- For $^{238}\text{U}$ and for samples that are principally scatterers, the effect on worths is larger. It could be 5 to 10%, even with $^{235}\text{U}$ fuel.

- Neutron streaming along the tube path is a large effect only when the core radius is small.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREAMING</th>
<th>CAVITY/ ORIENTATION</th>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
<th>MATRIX INTERFACE</th>
<th>SAMPLE SIZE</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
<th>SHEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.2±0.6</td>
<td>1.2±0.1</td>
<td>2.5±0.7</td>
<td>1.5±0.3</td>
<td>0.2±1.2</td>
<td>nd52</td>
<td>nd50</td>
</tr>
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<td>X</td>
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</table>

The table presents data on the differences in sample properties related to streaming phenomena. The assembly process may affect these properties, with certain factors leading to expected variations in sample behavior.